
9,3 km 415 hm 2,5 hrs No. 45
BERGGASTHOF ZAHMER KAISER - ASCHINGERALM
Start in the town centre of Walchsee or from the car park of the  
Zahmer Kaiser lifts. Either take the path below the lift or turn into the 
side street at the bus stop. Turn right along the forest road to the 
Gasthof Zahmer Kaiser (also accessible by chairlift from Durch holzen) 
with a beautiful view of the Walchsee. From here you continue to the 
Aschingeralm, turn right here and return to the middle station of the 
chairlift. You now have the possibility to reach Durchholzen on the 
summer toboggan run or on foot.

11,0 km 487 hm 4,5 hrs No. 52/88
LIPPENALM- EBERSBERG - GWIRCHTALM
The Seestraße along in southern direction to the Lippenalm. After 
approx. 1 km turn right onto the path no. 52. After a short climb you 
reach the parking spot Lippenalm (alternatively you can also park 
here). Left on the forest road to Lippenalm. Continue up steeply 
over the Ebersberg through the turnstile - then right over the alpine  
meadow down to the Gwirchtalm - the trail no. 88 right direction to 
Walchsee and return to the starting point or you can take alterna-
tively the same way from the Lippenalm back.

11,3 km 932 hm 5,0 hrs No. 88
WALCHSEE - HEUBERG
Take the lake road in southern direction to Heuberg. After approx. 1 km 
turn right onto the path no. 52. After a short climb you reach the par-
king spot Lippenalm. Turn right to the parking Heuberg (alternatively 
you can also park here) and take the forest road direction Gwirchtalm. 
After about 1 km turn right onto the steep path no. 89 in the direction 
of Heuberg ,. Now along the forest road to the Hageralm - past the 
meadow on the left to the trail to Heubergsattel and steeply ascen-
ding to the summit cross. Return A: the same route. Return B: Around 
Heuberg - at the Heubergsattel turn right down the trail and turn right 
again past the Jöchlalm, along the forest path until you come back 
onto the trail from the ascent. Return C: At the Heubergsattel, turn 
right down the trail, continue on the left, following the path trail no. 90 
and continue on the Winkelalm towards Durchholzen (bus stop).

13,8 km 974 hm 6,0 hrs No. 55B/44/54
LOCHNER WASSERFALL - BURGERALM - WANDBERG
Start is the information office Walchsee - along the Hausbergstraße to 
Oberwinkl. Past the football field, cross the first bridge, then keep left and 
before the bridge, follow the signs to Wandberghütte and Burgeralm. 
At the Lochner waterfall you cross the bridge and reach the forest path. 
Here on the right of the forest road following the turn-off left. At the  
Burgeralm past and left over alpine area on the Wandberg with summit 
cross and very beautiful views. Return via the Hitscheralm to Walchsee.

CYCLING & MOUNTAIN BIKING TRAILS
8,5 km 532 hm 1,5 hrs No. 245

HARAUALM
From the information office Walchsee in the direction of Kössen, 
along the lakeside promenade, past the Seehotel Brunner and Hotel 
Seehof to the Trachtenstube Achorner. There turn left to the parking 
spot Haraualm. On the forest road, it goes uphill to the Haraualm.

37 km 710 hm 2,5 hrs
GROSSE KAISERWINKLRUNDE
This cycle route will take you through all four Kaiserwinkl locations and 
start is possible in all locations. Start at the info office in Kössen, in 
the direction of Staffenbrücke, cross it and then continue southwards 
past the football field through the street underpass. At the crossroad 
right and then immediately left the gravel road to the settlement. Go 
through the settlement, turn left into the forest path and take the 
underpass. Continue via Gundharting, Hallbruckhof and Kranzach 
to Walchsee. In Walchsee at the information office on the right 
side of the Schwemm (North Tyrol‘s largest moor landscape) to the  
lookout tower. From here, the second branching road right and then  
immediately left through the district Rettenschöss to Durchholzen. In 
Durchholzen follow the main road left to the Amberglift, here right to 
the Seestrasse and around the Walchsee to the Camping Seemühle. 
Turn right again at the sawmill on the main road right over the bridge 
and then right again to the hotel Riedl. At the Hotel Riedl keep right 
and stay on the road until the Ledererherrgott at the main street 
in Schwendt. Here you turn left through Schwendt and outside the  
village turn right via Hochstätt and the Eurocamping to Kössen.

22,2 km 1.053 hm 3,5 hrs No. 323
FELDALM
On the main road to Seehotel Brunner, turn right, cross the bridge 
and continue until you reach the intersection. At the intersection, 
turn left and then right again in the direction of Raineralm. The route 
begins on a flat gravel forest road, along the Weißenbach and after 
a short ascent continue on beautiful, also slightly ascending alpine 
pastures to the Graben (mountain stream). The last 3 km to the area 
Feldalm are rising and require good condition. The way back is the 
same route or you can turn left at the 2nd alpine pasture and cycle 
across the Gwirchtalm back to Walchsee. RETTENSCHÖSS

District of Kufstein
680 m above sea level 550 inhabitants 240 guest beds

FOOTPATHS
3,0 km 370 hm 1,0 hr No. 14

RETTENSCHÖSS - WILDBICHLALM
The starting point is the Ritzgraben parking lot. Cross the bridge, 
then immediately turn right and follow the path past the Gabnalm 
and on to the Wildbichlalm. From here it is possible to continue  
hiking to the Karspitze (approx. 45 minutes).

5,6 km 292 hm 2,0 hrs No. 14
RESTAURANT  SCHÖNE AUSSICHT - WILDBICHLALM - KARSPITZE
Right behind the Gasthaus Schöne Aussicht begins the steepest or 
most strenuous part of the circular hike. It goes over pastures and 
through wooded areas to the Wildbichlalm. From there you follow 
the forest path to the Karspitze. After the summit back on the same 
path and then turn right to continue the hike over alpine pastures 
back to the Schöne Aussicht.

4,6 km 739 hm 3,5 hrs No. 41
RETTENSCHÖSS FEISTENAU - WANDBERG
From Rettenschöss to Feistenau (Restaurant Schöne Aussicht).  
The hiking car park is located here. Follow the asphalted road for 
approx. 3 km, past the Rettenbachalmen, keep right at the next 
crossroads. Follow the hiking trail on the south side to the Wand-
berg summit. It is worth making a break at the Burgeralm or the 
Wandberghütte. You can follow the alpine path back to the starting 
point.

8,6 km 738 hm 4,0 hrs No. 54/44
HITSCHERALM - BRENNKOPF
Starting point no. 1: Observation tower at Golfhotel Moarhof.  
Opposite a steep path leads over fields and through a forest to the 
Hitscheralm. Starting point no. 2: Kitzbichl car park (at the backside of 
the golf course). Follow the forest path to Hitscheralm. Then follow 
hiking trail no. 44 to Brennkopf. You can either walk back the same 
way or hike through the forest down a rather steep slope.

CYCLING & MOUNTAIN BIKING TRAILS
7,2 km 1.102 hm 1,75 hrs No. 41a

RETTENSCHÖSS - WANDBERG
From Rettenschöss to Feistenau (Restaurant Schöne Aussicht).  
The hiking car park is also located here. Then follow the asphalted 
municipal road for approx. 3 km, then the path continues on a forest 
road. A detour to the Wandberg (with summit cross) is worth visiting 
and the Wandberghütte and Burgeralm invite you to stop for a rest.

13,1 km 800 hm 2,5 hrs No. 347
RETTENSCHÖSS - KARSPITZ - FAISTENAU
From the car park in Rettenschöss take the road to Wildbichl. Follow 
the road to the car park in Mannerstätt. Immediately afterwards, 
turn right towards Wildbichlalm. Follow the forest road to the end 
and continue to the summit of the Karspitze. Drive back the same 
way for approx. 500 m and then turn right onto the pushing road 
(approx. 500 m) to Rettenbach. Turn right at the crossroads to 
Gasthof Schöne Aussicht and continue along the asphalted road to 
the starting point.

22,5 km 554 hm 3,0 hrs No. 16
RETTENSCHÖSS - WILDBICHL - BUCHBERGRUNDE
Start at the information office Walchsee, from there follow the  
local road to the Schwemm observation tower and then along the  
Moarhof golf course to Rettenschöss. At the junction, drive 
straight ahead towards Ritzgraben/Wildbichl. Keep left at the 
Niederndorfer berg junction (fire station) and drive down the hill to 
the main road. Turn left there and take the next street on the right 
(bridge). From there follow the road to restaurant Lederer, take the 
left, cross the Buchberg and follow the road to Durchholzen. (In the  
district Asching you can reach the Aschinger Alm via a forest road 
and reach Durchholzen via the middle station). At the bus station 
Amberg keep right and take the Seestraße back to Walchsee to the 
village centre.

SIGNPOSTED NORDIC WALKING ROUTES & 
RUNNING TRACKS
6,5 km 96 hm 1,0 hr No. 1

KÖSSEN ROUND
From the information office in Kössen across the Mühlbachweg to 
the Staffen-bridge. There follow the path along the Ache, across the 
Kohlsteg, about 1 km along the shore to the Hüttwirt-bridge. Cross 
it and then go right, past the outdoor center to the district Blaik. 
Pass by the farm Grünbach and follow the Moserbergweg to the 
right. Via the Feilenbergweg past the farm Exenberg, down across 
the Schlechterhöhe at Kegelboden across the Leitweg back to the 
center.

10,5 km 307 hm 2,5 hrs No. 3
HOCHBERG WALCHSEE
From the information office Walchsee eastward to the Seehotel 
Brunner. Here turn right at the wooden bridge and right across the 
parking spot and gravel road, till the asphalt road. Continue right to 
Terrassen-Camping Südsee past the Lamplhof. Then take the left to 
Lippenalm, at the parking spot Heuberg walk right to the Hochberg-
weg. After approx. 300 m keep right via Köcken- and Stroblbauern 
to the Crossroad, there turn left and continue to Amberglift. Follow 
the main road and cross the road at the junction towards Wildauer-
hof. Then via Sonnleiten back to the center.

7,5 km 138 hm 1,5 hrs No. 5
SCHWENDT ROUND
Start is at the parking spot next to the Schwendterwirt (free). In 
western direction, you start past the Gasthof Mairwirt, on Mühlau 
continue slightly uphill to Aufschnaitbauer. Follow the paved road 
along some farms until the Gasteighof. Turn right before the Unter-
leinhof and then follow the road until the power plant there it goes 
slightly uphill to the Aschentalhof and main road. Here keep left and 
pass the municipal farm. Right continue to Unterhochstätthof and 
right again in the path No. 61. This leads over Schlecht and goes in 
the Route No. 62 and 63 via. You get back via Schwaben bichl to the 
starting point at the Schwendterwirt.

6,5 km 230 hm 1,5 hrs No. 6
RETTENSCHÖSS ROUND
From the center of Rettenschöss to the playground, here left 
through the forest road and left across the bridge in the district 
Pötting. At the next crossroad right approx 1.5 km to the willow 
rust, here turn right at the farm and then right again and then  
immediately left onto the meadow path in the direction of Fuchs-
anger. At Fuchsanger turn right, after the bridge turn left towards 
main road. At the edge of the forest turn into the meadow path, 
which leads through the forest leads up to the Gasthaus Waldheim. 
There turn into the Rettenschösser road. Follow this road always 
uphill until to the starting point.

17,6 km 1.325 hm 7,0 hrs No. 26/70
KÖSSEN – UNTERBERG – LACKALM
From the valley station of the cable cars Kössen follow the trail 
to the forest road past Scheibenwald to the Bärenhütte. From 
here on a wide hiking trail past the paragliding starting point, 
you will reach the Unterberghornhütte (summit house), then con-
tinue the path (number 26). On a rocky but not difficult ridge, it 
goes to the summit cross. Only for surefooted and people who are 
free of giddiness with sense of direction: the descent through the  
Niederhausertal (not recommended if it is wet!). Shortly before the 
summit steeply south through mountain pines, airy around a pre 
summit on through sparse forest and over mountain pastures to 
Lackalm. Here turn right onto a forest road, through the Nieder-
hausertal to Lucknerhof, before this right back to the starting point.

CYCLING & MOUNTAIN BIKING TRAILS
10,8 km 205 hm 1,0 hr No. 20

LEUKENTALRADWEG
Starting point is the valley station of the Unterberghornbahn. From 
there take the forest road in an easterly direction, with some slight 
gradients, partly in the forest area along the foothills of the Unter-
berg to the „Hagerbrücke“. From there on a very attractive route, 
along the „Kössener Ache“ to Erpfendorf. Connection to Waidring, 
Kirchdorf and St. Johann in Tirol.

7,8 km 689 hm 1,25 hrs No. 246
DICHTLERALM
Start in Kössen at the information office in the village center, pass the 
church and after the curve turn left on to the Mühlbergweg. Follow 
the road direction Taubenseehütte, 3 km on paved local road along 
the Talbach past the farms. At the junction turn off right into the  
forest road to Dichtleralm (3 km mainly alpine area). After about 1.5 
km connection via Embachalm to Reit i. Winkl or Oberwössen possible.

24,8 km 1.293 hm 2,5 hrs No. 244
NARING – KARALM – OTTENALM
Starting point is the information office in Kössen, at the roundabout 
the second exit straight on, along Mühlbachweg through the under-
pass over the Staffen bridge. Turn right in the direction of Staffen at 
the car park, then turn right and cycle 2.5 km uphill through a wooded 
area - continue for 2.2 km, then climb moderately over the alpine pas-
tures to the Naringalm - above the Naringalm, downhill for 2 km to 
the Notheggeralm. Keeping to the right, connection to the Karalm 2 km 
steeply ascending over a magnificent alpine pasture area. Keep right 
during the descent - 1 km moderate ascent to the Ottenalm - downhill 
to Walchsee, connection to Kössen on the Kaiserwinkl cycle path.

26,0 km 558 hm 3,5 hrs No. 248
KLAUSENBERGRUNDE – SCHÜTTÄLER – LEUKENTAL
Starting point is the info office Kössen. Through the town center on 
Hüttfeldstraße to Hüttwirt-bridge, turn left in front of the bridge, past 
the Adventure Club and continue to the bridge. From there continue to 
the district Loferberg, 150 m after the bus stop, turn left into the forest 
road. 2.3 km to Klausenberg and further 5.9 km, partly flat to modera-
tely rising, through a scenic forest route to the Schüttälern. Now right 
on the „Leukentalradweg“ back to valley station Unterberg Kössen.

5,4 km 590 hm 1,5 hrs No. 74
SCHWENDT - KOHLALM
Pass the Gasthof Hohenkendl in the direction of St. Johann where 
after about 300 meters parking Kohlalm is. Follow the forest road 
along the Kohlalm, it is moderately steep terrain with beautiful alpine 
pastures in the upper area.

6,8 km 959 hm 6,5 hrs No. 68
SCHEIBENKOGEL
From the information point Schwendt direction Griesenau, after 
about 1 km turn right over Mühlau into Kohlental and continue to 
the asphalt road. Here on the right up to a hill, there turn left into a 
forest road and then pass through the forest and across meadows 
to the junction at the Unterbichlalm. Follow the left lane over the 
Boaralm. Shortly after the pasture, leave the road and turn left and 
then right after 50 m. A meadow path leads to the old Kogelalm. 
From here steep uphill to the summit of Scheibenkogel.

7,8 km 935 hm 2,5 hrs No. 72
STUBENALM - SCHNAPPEN
From Schwendt in direction of St. Johann in Tirol about 200 m in 
front of the Hohenkendl at the bridge left the meadow trail starts. 
(Parking) The hike leads across the alpine terrain of the Putzen-
alm to the Stubenalm alpine dairy. Keeping left, we reach the lower 
Schnappenalm on the forest road. Continue in serpentines to the 
Upper Schnappenalm and to the summit cross of the Schnappen-
stein at 1.491 m.

9,5 km 884 hm 6,0 hrs No. 70
NIEDERHAUSERTAL - LACKALM
From the fire station Schwendt in the direction of Schlecht.  
After the Straßpointhof turn left, pass the Hackerhof and follow 
the signs to Gasthof Lucknerhof. Now we turn right and walk on a 
well-developed path along the stream to the Niederhausertal. At 
the sign board „Lackalm“ follow the path on the left to the mountain 
pasture.

CYCLING & MOUNTAIN BIKING TRAILS
3,5 km 30 hm 1,0 hr No. 61a

SCHWENDT - BICHLACH
Turn left at Gasthof Mairwirt, downhill across the Moarweg to 
Mühlau. After the bridge uphill and then turn right, past some farms 
to Bichlach to the hotel Riedl.

32,0 km 300 hm 2,5 hrs No. 20
AROUND THE UNTERBERG
Starting point is the valley station of the Unterberghornbahn. From 
there take the meadow path in an easterly direction, with some 
slight gradients, partly in the forest area along the foothills of the 
Unterberg to the „Hagerbrücke“. From there next to the „Kössener 
Ache“ to Erpfendorf. The way leads onto Griesenau at Kirchdorf, 
onto Gasteig and through the Kohlental to Schwendt and back to 
the starting point.

17,6 km 270 hm 3,0 hrs No. 15
SCHWENDT - BICHLACH - KÖSSEN
From the village center Schwendt in the direction of St. Johann,  
to the district Mühlau. After the barrier along the Kohlenbach 
to the chapel. There turn right and over the driveway, past the 
farms. Here on the right over the golf course to the Brennerwirt, 
left and continue on the Erlaustraße in the village center. At the  
municipal office turn right into Hüttfeldstraße, cross the bridge, past  
Hüttwirt towards the campsite. Along the forest via Kranebittau to 
direction Lucknerhof. After approx. 500 m turn left and go on via  
Unterhochstätthof to the main road, here turn left into the village 
center.
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FOOTPATHS
3,0 km 50 hm 1,0 hr No. 1

AROUND THE KALVARIENBERG IN KÖSSEN
At the church in the village center, turn left and follow the trail along 
its gentle incline. Once on the hill, turn right via the Kegelboden to 
the Schlechterhöhe. From here, continue on the left side to the north 
until the forest comes to an end and the forest-free area on the left 
has been passed. Continue past the farms, then you will get on Leit-
weg again and follow it back to the center of Kössen.

3,1 km 143 hm 1,0 hr No. 15
SCHMUGGLERWEG KLOBENSTEIN
From the village center Kössen turn left at the dairy into the 
Mühlbachweg, use the underpass of the main road and cross the  
Staffenbrücke. At the next junction take the road on the right and 
after a few meters turn right again. Passing the Niederwies farm, 
the path joins the smugglers‘ trail. You get to the pilgrim´s church 
Klobenstein across the hanging bridge.

3,2 km 337 hm 1,0 hr No. 24
EDERNALM
From the Steinbauer car park in the direction of Staffnerhof, after 
about 150 m, turn left into the footpath. From there, the trail leads 
with a few gradients to the Edernalm.

4,2 km 20 hm 1,5 hrs No. 14
RIVERSIDE PATH IN KÖSSEN FAMILY-FRIENDLY
From the info office in Kössen turn at the dairy into the Mühlbachweg. 
Through the underpass of the main road, over the Staffenbrücke, 
then left along the Kössener Ache on the riverside path No. 14 in 
a southerly direction over the Kohlbach-bridge. Continue straight 
ahead until you reach the Hüttwirts-bridge. Follow this road at the 
left along the river until you reach the next crossing. Here you turn 
right back to the starting point.

7,5 km 260 hm 2,0 hrs No. 10/19
GLASALM
Start in Kössen at the parking Steinbauer near the Staffenbrücke, 
along the riverside of the Ache, through the underpass and right 
at the Anna-chapel over to the Außerkapelle or the main road 
to Walchsee. About 300 m after the Hotel Sonneck, turn right to  
Landhaus Dax. Through forest and alpine terrain to Glasalm and 
back down to the trail that leads to the Edernalm. Walk back the 
forest road to Staffen where you get easily back to the parking lot.

8,9 km 228 hm 2,5 hrs No. 13
KÖSSEN – GUNDHARTING – WALCHSEE FAMILY-FRIENDLY
At the Staffenbridge along the riverside path, in a southerly  
direction, take the underpass of the main road to Walchsee. At the 
next crossing, keep to the right, branch off to the left just before the 
Annakapelle. Go through Mooslenz and the fitness trail then cross 
the main road at the underpass. Follow the path to Gundharting, 
rising briefly and continue to Kranzach and Walchsee.

10,0 km 184 hm 2,5 hrs No. 11
KÖSSEN – BICHLACH – WALCHSEE FAMILY-FRIENDLY
From the information office Kössen in a westerly direction across the 
Staffenbrücke, then along the riverside path, at the Hotel Waidach-
hof cross the street and pass the Brennerwirt. After only a few 
meters turn left and walk along the Kaiserwinkl golf course to the 
Hotel Riedl. Before the Hotel Riedl turn left, direction „Oberbich-
lach“ slightly ascending, it goes past farms into the district Durchen 
further on to Kranzach. Follow the main road, then immediately turn 
left again, pass by the old saw, cross right over a narrow bridge the 
Weissenbach and turn left after the forest and walk towards the 
lake. Right over the bridge to the Seehotel Brunner, then along the 
lakeside promenade to the village center of Walchsee.

8,0 km 240 hm 2,5 hrs No. 9
BLAIK – PETERNHOF – KÖSSEN
Start at the information office in Kössen past the tennis café to 
the Feldweg, follow the street until the adventure club. There you 
have to turn right and walk to Blaik and Faistental. Follow the forest 
path to the Peternhof. Pass the Hotel Peternhof via Moosen or the  
Moserbergweg and go back to the village center of Kössen.

11,0 km 620 hm 3,5 hrs No. 21
TAUBENSEE
Start is at the information office in Kössen, walk to the city center 
and turn right on the Mühlbergweg rising to the “High Bridge”. From 
there, the path leads uphill through the forest to the Mühlbergweg. 
Turn left, after a few meters in front of the Schafflerfarm (parking) 
turn right. Past the Rinderbrachalm and Frankenalm. Continue to 
Dichtleralm past the Sauermöseralm to Sonnwendköpfl. From there 
on to the Taubensee and the Taubenseehütte. Directly at the  
Taubenseehütte the trail goes back to the Schafflerhof and you get 
back the same way to the starting point.

11,25 km 1.259 hm 5,0 hrs No. 23/24
WETTERFAHNE AND RUDERSBURG
At the parking lot Staffen you start in north direction to the Naring-
bergstraße. Follow this road for about half an hour until you see on 
the right side a wide forest road to the Hinhagalm. At the junction 
take the right over mountain pastures up to the weather vane. On 
the way there you cross a narrow road above the pasture, first it 
goes diagonally on the left and then in a wide loop to the right. On 
tracks westwards to the Wetterkreuz. In the same direction - pay 
close attention to the markings - first walk flat, then upwards to the 
Rudersburg. Descent at the fork in the road towards Naringalm, and 
get back to the starting point.

KÖSSEN
District of Kitzbühel 
588 m above sea level 4.388 inhabitants
3.170 guest beds  2 campsites with 1.184 beds

SCHWENDT
District of Kitzbühel
702 m above sea level 823 inhabitants 403 guest beds

FOOTPATHS
5,3 km 320 hm 3,0 hrs No. 80

KAISERBACHTAL - GRIESNER ALM FAMILY-FRIENDLY
The hike starts opposite the Gasthof Griesenau. Before the toll road, 
the hiking trail branches off to the left after the bridge. On the way 
you will find the unique Alpine Outdoor Gallery, which describes 
mountain sport stars closer, for the little hikers, the „Schnackler-
adventure trail“ was designed. After about 1 hour you reach right 
over a bridge the Fischbachalm and the Latschenbrennerei. If you 
continue straight on the trail you will reach the Griesner Alm after 
about 30 minutes.

EURO EMERGENCY LINE: 112
RED CROSS EMERGENCIES: 144
MOUNTAIN RESCUE:  140
If your call does not connect, dial 0043 before the number you need.

TIP: FAMILY-FRIENDLY
Family-friendly means that the route is also suitable
for ‘sporty pushchairs with sturdy wheels’.
Kilometre and time details for the specified routes
are for one direction only (except circular tours)!

With the Kaiserwinkl Card you can  
enjoy a lot of advantages in the entire 
region. You can find information at  
www.kaiserwinkl.com, at the information 
offices or directly from your host.

Publisher: Tourismusverband Kaiserwinkl
Subject to change. Printing errors excepted.
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WALCHSEE
District of Kufstein
668 m above sea level 1.920 inhabitants
1.952 guest beds 2 campsites with 528 beds

FOOTPATHS
1,8 km 40 hm 0,5 hrs No. 36

FOUR ELEMENTS WAY
Start is the information office Walchsee - East direction, opposite the 
Hotel Bellevue then leads a path up to the Kalvarienberg. Here starts 
the art trail, which includes four power places. Exceptional sculptures, 
meditative texts and matching pictures invite you to relax and enjoy.

2,8 km 35 hm 0,75 hrs No. 37
AROUND THE RAMSBACH FAMILY-FRIENDLY
Start is the information office Walchsee - northbound, past the  
municipal office. After the Ramsbach-bridge turn right into the forest 
road and follow the footpath along the Ramsbach until Winkl. Turn 
right again and follow the driveway back to the village center.

3,5 km 309 hm 1,5 hrs No. 47
WALCHSEE - OTTENALM
Start is the information office Walchsee - from the mini-golf course 
(behind the hotel Das Walchsee) along the Hausbergstraße to the 
football field parking spot. Then immediately turn right. From here 
about 2.5 km through the forest slightly ascending to the Riederalm 
and straight on to the Ottenalm.

5,1 km 30 hm 1,0 hrs No. 38
AROUND THE LAKE FAMILY-FRIENDLY
At the lake promenade to the Seehotel Brunner. Turn right here, follow 
the road until the gravel path along the eastern shore of the Lake to 
Seestraße. Follow the street to the right, just before the tennis hall turn 
right again - over the small bridge towards the village center.

10,0 km 100 hm 2,5 hrs No. 35
AROUND THE MIESBERG FAMILY-FRIENDLY
Start is the information office Walchsee – go to the church and  
continue on the trail in a westerly direction over the Ramsbachbridge. 
Pass the tennis hall into the Seestraße until the farm “Schusterbauer”. 
There right following the path to the Amberglift. Here on the left of 
the main road along the hamlet of Durchholzen to the former cheese 
factory Plangger, there right over Miesberg to Schwaigs. Along the 
golf course Moarhof and the Schwemm back to the village center.
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